
 

 
Introducing fibre’s range of Contract & Commercial flooring solutions  

 
fibre is proud to announce the launch of their Contract & Commercial flooring solutions.  

An extensive range of commercially rated contract flooring options specifically designed 

to meet the rigorous demands of high-traffic commercial environments, while delivering 

an unparalleled aesthetic appeal  

 

 

Julian Downes, MD of fibre, comments:  

"Our commitment to quality and 

innovation drives us to continuously 

expand our product offerings to meet the 

evolving needs of our customers. With our 

new range of contract and commercial 

flooring solutions, we are excited to 

provide businesses with durable, high-

performance options that enhance both 

design and functionality." 

 

 

Stockholm  

Introducing Stockholm – a chic, flat-woven contract bouclé which embodies the essence 

of Scandinavian design with its attractive paired back construction. Made from super 

resilient Nylon, with a Class 33 heavy commercial wear certification, Stockholm is 

specifically designed for commercial settings with high traffic areas like offices, hotels, 

shops and restaurants. Its robust construction ensures long-lasting performance, even in 

the most demanding environments. 

 

 



 

Copenhagen  

Copenhagen is a sleek and elegant carpet collection. Its minimalist design embodies 

stylish and contemporary expression that meets the markets requirements for durability 

and wear.  

Made from super resilient Nylon, with a Class 33 heavy commercial wear certification,  

Copenhagen's tight woven, low-profile constriction is the ideal choice for busy 

commercial environments.  The perfect option for commercial offices and hospitality.  

For more information and to order free samples, visit www.fibreflooring.com  

 

About fibre    

fibre is owned and run by people who are passionate about flooring and have a flair for 

great design.    

An independent Devon-based company, fibre is a trusted and established brand with a 

wealth of flooring expertise and a belief in providing a range of floor coverings that 

are ethically and sustainably sourced.    

The fibre ranges are all inspired by the founder Julian Downes’ love of travel, and sourcing 

inspiration comes from all corners of the globe. Its collections of plant-based sisal, seagrass 

and pure wool offer a beautiful and sustainable flooring alternative. 

 

www.fibreflooring.com    

Follow us on Instagram and Pinterest    

http://www.fibreflooring.com/
http://www.fibreflooring.com/
https://www.instagram.com/fibreflooring/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/fibreflooring/_created/%22%20/t%20%22_blank

